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Qty: 1

Add To Cart  Add to Favorites

fiesey mouse

(2 reviews)

Item Code: fiesey mouse

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

volume weight 0.00 g

1ms/1000Hz wireless provides equivalent inquiry rate 
Powered by a rechargeable lithium-ion battery, it can last up to 350 hours
on a single charge 
Use the native 16,000 DPI sensor to achieve the best accuracy and
performance, which can achieve fast and deadly movements.
Provides 7 fully programmable mouse buttons through Alienware Command
Center for faster game response time
Note: If you use a wireless mouse, the USB receiver will be provided inside or
with the mouse 
Custom adjustable rollers-switch between 12 to 24 steps for each roller
rotation to improve accuracy and control in the game (gear shift)
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Product Review

By Bobby Mccarty

2021-02-03 14:13:08

MOUSE

The mouse is very light and handy, but it feels good in the hand and does not feel hollow.Regardless of the type of grip, the m
ouse's hand is in a balanced state, there is no "heavy" problem here.Clicking around feels good. The resistance is significantly g
reater than G403, but less than Huano.The side button is the best button I have ever used-moderate resistance and tactile feel,
no obvious pre-travel etc.I appreciate that the middle click is one of the easiest buttons to press. Some mice have very rigid mi
ddle clicks, so they are hardly used. Some people say that the roller feels cheap, and I am different on this point. There is no rat
tling or shaking, it feels great to the touch, and it is extremely light-resistant-which means it is suitable for both gaming and br
owsing.One of my favorite aspects of the mouse compared to the G403 is the tiny grooves on both sides of the scroll wheel. I t
end to keep my fingers close to the scroll wheel, and certain feelings about that ledge are correct.The plastic texture on the m
ouse is very good, it gives you the feel of a mouse, but it does not evoke the "premium" feeling like some Corsair products.As
you might expect, the sensor is excellent, I just hope it is located further away.

By Kelly Owens

2021-02-03 14:13:04

MOUSE

Light weight, long battery life and outstanding performance.

Average Rating: 5 based on 2 Customer Reviews

5 stars 100%

4 stars 0%

3 stars 0%

2 stars 0%

1 stars 0%
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FOLLOW US

Follow us in social media

Enter your email adress... JOIN

NEWSLETTER

Sign up for newsletter

Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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